The Politics of State Capitalism in a Post-Liberal International Order: the Case of Turkey

Mustafa Kutlay | Third World Quarterly

"...By focusing on the case of Turkey, this article addresses whether non-Western great powers (Russia and China in particular) are leading the emergence of alternative order(s). The preferences of the Turkish ruling elite seem to be gradually shifting from a Western-oriented liberal model towards a variety of 'state capitalism' as an alternative developmental paradigm..."

Authoritarian Neoliberalism, Radical Conservatism and Social Policy Within the European Union: Croatia, Hungary and Poland

Paul Stubbs, Noémi Lendvai-Bainton | Development and Change

"Exploring political and social policy developments in Croatia, Hungary and Poland...this article addresses the hegemonic position of authoritarianism, populism, conservatism and neoliberalism...In each [country], a kind of layered social divestment is occurring, delivering a radical new vision of social reproduction and fundamental differentiations in terms of access to social citizenship..."

The Symbol of the Motherland in the Legitimation and Delegitimation of Power in Contemporary Russia

Oleg Riabov | Nationalities Papers

"The article dwells upon the use of the symbol of the Motherland in the legitimation and delegitimation of power. The Motherland symbolizes the matters that are essential for legitimacy-seeking: the unity of Russia, its territory and sacredness of its borders, the most important events of its history, the authentic Russianness, and multi-ethnic peace in the country..."

Lulism, Populism, and Bonapartism

Armando Boito | Latin American Perspectives

"Lulism is one of the most important political phenomena of twenty-first-century Brazil. It can be compared to the Varguism that dominated Brazilian politics between 1930 and 1964 in its broad popular but politically unorganized base and its policy of state intervention in the economy to stimulate economic growth, increase the state's room for maneuver against the imperialist countries, and promote a moderate income distribution."

Archives, the Digital Turn, and Governance in Africa

Fabienne Chamelot, Vincent Hiribarren, Marie Rodet | History in Africa

"...Digital archiving disrupts archival norms and practices, opening up a field of reflection relatively little explored by historians. This article therefore seeks to reflect on the digital turn of African archives as a subject for study in its own right, located at the crossroads of political and economic interests."

China's Rise As a Science Power

Andrew Kennedy | Asian Survey

"China's emergence as a scientific power this century is impressive. Recent reforms promise to raise the country's profile in scientific research even further. Even so, China's illiberal political system complicates the country's quest for scientific leadership, particularly as efforts to increase CCP control have intensified in recent years."
Redefining the Social Contract in the Wake of the Arab Spring: The Experiences of Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia
Amirah El-Haddad | World Development

"...Deteriorating economic performance meant that the state could no longer provide these deliverables. Instead, an 'unsocial' social contract emerged under liberalisation in which the state used trade, industrial and other economic policies to favour an emerging group of [state-friendly] crony capitalists. The growing inequality and diminishing benefits for the masses undermined its sustainability resulting in the Arab Spring."

BOOKS

Selling Sex in Kenya: Gendered Agency Under Neoliberalism
Eglė Ėsnulytė | Cambridge University Press

"This book explores the societal structures that neo-liberal narratives and reforms influence, their gendered effects, and the extent to which individuals must internalise neoliberal economic logics in order to make or improve their living."

On the New Silk Road: Journeying Through China’s Artery of Power
Wade Shepard | Zed Books

"The Road represents the focal point of China's plans for an alternative economic order that China hopes will rival or even surpass that of the West."

Television At Work: Industrial Media and American Labor
Kit Hughes | Oxford University Press

"This book explores the forgotten history of how U.S. workplaces used television to secure industrial efficiency, support corporate expansion, and manage the hearts, minds, and bodies of twentieth century workers."

JOURNALISM & ESSAYS

New York Rents in the Sahara? Living in Africa's Most Expensive City
Nellie Peyton | This is the Place

"Africa is rapidly urbanising as people abandon the countryside in search of jobs, meaning that poorer citizens will start to shift toward cities where the pressure on transport and housing will only get worse."

The Centre-Left in India Is More Concerned With Dirty Politics
Aakash Rathore | Caravan Magazine

"[The interview discusses] the failure of the Left and how India is at the forefront of a global rightward turn. According to Rathore, articulation of the ideals of the Left, drawn from the Indian constitution, is needed to present a counter to the Right."

What Are the Prospects for Poland's Radical Right Confederation?
Aleks Szczerbiak | The Polish Politics Blog

"Poland's October election saw the success of a pro-free market and nationalist radical right challenger to the ruling party. However, [this] ideological eclecticism makes it an unstable political construct."

REPORTS, DISSERTATIONS, & MISCELLANEOUS

The Chinese World Order in Historical Perspective: Soft Power or the Imperialism of Nation-States?
Prasenjit Duara | Duke Global

"...there are significant novelties in the new Chinese order, mostly in relation to debt, the environment and digital technology which constitute new realms of power not easily dominated by a hegemon."
Crime and Punishment in the US: Political Systems and Technology Regime Change
Nicola Lacey, David Soskice | LSE Legal Studies
"The American exceptionalism in crime and punishment is generated institutionally by the exceptional local democratic autonomy over key relevant policy areas... and hence the domination of the preferences of 'homevoters'."

The Economics of European Sovereignty: EU Competition Policy in Industrial Policy
Kris Best | Hertie School
"[Should] EU competition policy...feed into industrial policy and support ‘European champions’? What reforms does EU competition policy need, if any?"

VIDEOS

Rewriting the Humanities From Africa: For an Ecology of Knowledge
Felwine Sarr | Freie Universität Berlin
"African countries should no longer measure themselves against Euro-American ideas of progress and modernity, but must develop their own theories and confidently refer to their own values in order to reorient African society."

Inequality in Brazil
Marcelo Medeiros | Bildner Center for Western Hemisphere Studies
"The talk discusses the trends of income inequality in Brazil from 1926 to nowadays based on recent studies, new historical data and the results of the latest household surveys and tax records."

Human Rights in Hong Kong
Sharon K. Hom, Nathan Law, Jeffrey Ngo | NYU School of Law
"Leading human rights activists and scholars reflected on the unfolding crisis in Hong Kong and the uses, limits, and challenges of international advocacy in supporting a grassroots movement for democracy and human rights."

PODCASTS

How the American Revolution Devastated the Globe
Matthew Lockwood | New Books
"British distraction allowed some European powers to undertake conquests of their own, while the United Kingdom in turn sought new commercial opportunities."

Mexico's New Narco Militias
Ed Calderon | Popular Front
"This episode explains the tactics and developments of the new drug cartels in Mexico, who're now openly acting like narco militias."

China As a Climate Leader
Deborah Lehr, Han Chen, Lachlan Carey | Energy 360°
"This episode looks at the role of China on the global climate stage and explains the actions China must take to meet its climate targets and be seen as a global leader on climate action."